alization of the cell membrane-specific lectin and actin, we showed that, at actin intrusion sites, the cell membrane was normal ( Figures 2C-2H ). These results demonstrate that, in Dmoe mutants, the shape of the oocyte is normal and the observed actin abnormality is due to detachment of subcortical actin from the cell membrane. We concluded, therefore, that one of the functions of Dmoe in developing oocytes is to crosslink the subcortical actin network and the cell membrane.
Embryonic germ cell formation is initiated during oogenesis by posterior localization of a highly specialized cytoplasmic region, the pole plasm [21] . Since the assembly of the pole plasm depends on the anterior-toposterior transport and subsequent anchoring of osk mRNA, we examined the distribution of osk mRNA in Dmoe oocytes. Instead of the characteristic wild-type posterior localization, we found several different types of abnormal osk mRNA distribution in the mutants ( Figures  3A-3D , Table 1 ). Most frequently, the mislocalized osk mRNA appeared in a scattered pattern concentrated near the posterior pole. Mislocalization of osk mRNA to the central regions of oocytes was also observed. In some stage-10 oocytes, ectopic osk mRNA was found to be localized tightly to the lateral cell cortex. In order to gain insight into the time course of osk mRNA localization in mutants, we measured and compared the penetrance of these phenotypes in stages 9 and 10. We observed a slight, but convincing, decrease of the wild- 
